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Abstract—For planning, analysis, and optimization of
modern, self organizing radio networks field strength
prediction plays an essential role. A huge number of
predictions is needed for planning purposes while high
quality and level of detail are important as well. In
this paper, we present a promising ray optical approach
for radio wave propagation to meet those demands. As
the performance improvement of processors has shifted
from higher clock speed to more cores, our redesign of
a radio wave propagation algorithm supports parallel
hardware architectures. In this work, we will present
promising results based on our algorithm supporting
the ray optical effects reflection and vertical diffraction
at roof tops while allowing for multi path evaluation.

I. Introduction

Fast field strength prediction plays an essential role
in planning, analysis, and optimization of modern ra-
dio networks. Such networks will be self organizing net-
works (SON), need detailed information like multi path
propagation (MPP), and should support MIMO channel
models. Despite the required high detail level of informa-
tion the predictions need to be fast for two reasons. On
one hand, a huge variety of prediction scenarios have to
be evaluated for planning of networks. On the other hand,
detailed and precise predictions are needed to support the
self organizing management process of future networks.

An overview of radio wave propagation models is given
in [1] and [2]. Models proposed in literature can basically
be divided into (semi) empirical and ray optical models.
Semi empirical models calculate the received power on
the basis of frequency, distance, and an empirical part
mainly describing the obstacle influence. The strength of
such approaches is the speed of prediction. However, the
prediction quality is low if the influence of deflection effects
like diffraction, reflection, and transmission is high. This
leads to ray optical approaches which identify ray paths
through the scene to combat the lack of prediction quality
at the cost of higher computation time. Those models are
primarily used in urban and/or indoor scenarios, because
there the required data is available, e. g., building outlines,
construction drawings, and so forth.

In ray optical models the environment, e. g., buildings,
is usually described by polyhedrons, formed of surface
sections, called facets in the following. If the building

heights are given, but the roof shapes are missing the data
is called 2.5D. Several ray paths between the transmitter
and receiver point are searched, regarding deflection effects
as reflection on, transmission through, and diffraction at
edges of the given facets. Ray optical models are classified
as ray tracing and ray launching, depending on the way
the ray paths are determined.

In ray tracing models all possible ray paths starting
from a receiver point to the transmitter are searched. The
strength of such models are precise predictions, but at
cost of huge computational effort. Ray launching methods
emit a finite set of rays from transmitter in predetermined
directions, cf. [3] and [4]. If rays hit a facet, possible
deflection effects are performed. For diffraction it is nec-
essary to emit a new ray bundle into the diffraction cone,
whereas for reflection the direction has to be changed.
As the rays disperse, important deflection points or even
receiver points may not be hit. To avoid that effect a
receiver point is called to be hit if the ray path crosses
its proximity. Consequently, no receiver point is missed,
if the ray density is high enough. A method to keep
the number of rays low is to adaptively multiply rays
at each deflection point, e. g., [4]. In another method the
amount of followed rays is reduced by jointly processing
similar rays as 3D cones, see [5]. Beyond this work, mixed
models have been investigated which follow partly rays and
partly use empirical parameters, cf. [6]. Additional work
on prediction algorithms, which is based on ray optical
approaches, can be found for example in [7]. If a dense
prediction is needed the ray launching method is superior
to the ray tracing model as in ray launching rays are
bundled which are processed individually in ray tracing.

Recent hardware development indicates that the im-
provement of processors has shifted from clock speed to
parallel architectures. Here are to be mentioned multi
core processors, graphics cards, and also the CBEA (Cell
Broadband Engine Architecture). The high potential of
parallel architectures is well known, especially for graphics
cards it is discussed in [8], [9]. Using graphics cards for
non graphical purposes is called GPGPU (General Pur-
pose computations on Graphics Processing Unit), see [10].
There are numerous applications, e. g., physical simulation
in [8], image processing [11], audio processing, and sorting
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in [9]. With the introduction of the Playstation 3, for
short PS3, in March 2007 the cell processor is available for
research at low cost. The high potential of this architecture
is described in [12].

Adaptations of algorithms are needed with respect to
those hardware developments. Such adaptations are nec-
essary in the first place to be able to run the algorithms
and additionally to exploit the full potential of the parallel
architectures. Radio wave propagation has and is been ap-
plied to parallel architectures. Recent results for graphics
cards may be found in [13], [14] and for the cell in [15], [16].

In the present paper we extend the results of [16] by
vertical diffraction. Additionally, the algorithm for radio
wave propagation has been generalized to support different
parallel architectures. This approach enables for multi
path propagation while providing high resolutions in urban
scenarios.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II the
general structure of the ray launching algorithm is de-
scribed. Various acceleration techniques are explained
in Section III. In Section IV the evaluation setup and the
promising results are presented and discussed. Finally, Sec-
tion V concludes this work.

II. The Ray Launching Algorithm PIROPA

The ray launching approach Parallel Implemented Ray
Optical Prediction Algorithm (PIROPA) is introduced in
this section. Therefore, we first present the basic com-
ponents and their interactions. After that, we derive an
abstract scheme from this design and describe the oppor-
tunities it bears with respect to parallelism.

Parameter

Ray Generator

Environment Data

BSP-Tree

Intersection Kernel

Intersection

Smart Ray Control

ReflectionH-DiffractionV-Diffraction

Evaluate Path

Persistent Output

Fig. 1. Logical data flow in PIROPA

A. Design of PIROPA

The algorithm PIROPA is explained following Figure 1.
Parameters and the environment data, e. g., building data,
and receiver points, represent the input of the algorithm.
Following the ray launching approach rays consisting of
a starting point and a direction are initially generated
with the transmitter as starting point heading into every
direction. Note that in the course of the algorithm the
starting points of rays will also be deflection points which
will be explained later. The rays are connected to the
relevant part of environment data, which is efficiently
determined by a BSP tree in our case, see Section III.
Using this information the intersection test is performed.
It marks all interaction points on a ray. As the intersection
is a core component we exemplary show how OpenCL
is used. All sub algorithms are black boxes such that
internally this specific algorithm may be outsourced o
special hardware (e. g. GPU). This outsourced kernel is
depicted as orange block.

In the following steps interaction points are analyzed
with regard to their relevance for physical effects. Our
model for field strength prediction considers the ray optical
effects 1. line-of-sight, 2. reflection, 3. horizontal diffrac-
tion, and 4. vertical diffraction which are depicted in
Figure 2. Though, the algorithm is not limited to these

1.

2.

3.

4.

Y

Fig. 2. Overview of ray optical effects

effects and may be easily enhanced. If an interaction point
is a deflection point or lies in the vicinity of a receiver
point the starting point of the corresponding ray and
that interaction point build a path segment. The path is
complete if a receiver point is met. Hence, the whole path
describes the track from the transmitter to a receiver point
with all its deflection points in between. If the path is not
complete some information has to be fed back to the ray
generator to continue the calculations of path segments.

The smart ray control which is no algorithm of its own
but a control structure within the sub algorithms will
check if and how many new rays need to be generated. This
control enables for ray multiplication such that the density
of rays is kept high enough to ensure to hit all relevant
interaction points in the vicinity. Obviously, those smart
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decisions of dropping or multiplying rays is challenging and
has severe impact on the overall runtime. We will comment
on that topic in Section III in more detail. Completed
paths are evaluated and the evaluation is made persis-
tent1. The block scheme has several advantages which are
discussed in the next part.

B. Abstract Scheme

By omitting the semantics of the blocks from the algo-
rithm depicted in Figure 1 we derive an abstract scheme.
It is closely related to the algorithm but reveals the
opportunities of parallelism including the parallel design
of work flows.

The scheme consists of three abstract objects: Jobs,
Workers and Manager. Jobs are data container, Workers
are basic templates for algorithms and the Manager is in
control of the work flow. Some, at least one, of the Workers
have to be sources and generate Jobs and some have to be
sinks making the processed Jobs persistent.

In PIROPA rays or path segments are Jobs, the sub
algorithms (ray generator, intersection test, and so on)
are Workers and the Manager controls the Job flow, i. e.,
connections, between the Workers. These blocks depend
on each other on data as well as on algorithmic level.
On data level a Job only depends on its predecessors
which means each generation2 can be handled completely
in parallel. The dependencies of the Workers are defined
by the underlying algorithms and are marked by their
connections.

Such an abstract scheme displays many opportunities
for parallelism. Each Worker may run in its own thread.
Different Jobs at the same Worker may be handled in
parallel. The Manager controls who is active at which
time and assigns the Jobs to the Workers. It controls
which Worker will run in parallel and/or at which order.
Additionally, it selects – if available – which version of
a sub algorithm should be used, e. g., a CPU or GPU
optimized version. New Jobs will only be generated if the
parent Job is completely processed and a Worker will only
get a Job if the necessary preprocessing is done. On this
level, several concepts of parallelism can be analyzed and
compared without reprogramming the whole algorithm.
Compared to previous monolithic designs this is a major
improvement for testing of different solutions and opens
plenty of opportunities.

C. Current Implementation

Our current implementation supports reflection and
vertical diffraction and the effect line-of-sight if a receiver
point is hit. The intersection test is currently a single
thread CPU implementation for debugging and usage
on single core machines. Another version using OpenCL
which will make use of graphics or accelerator cards to

1Stored in a file, e. g., as picture or list of data.
2A generation is a set of Jobs created from the same source

description.

maximize performance is available soon. The smart ray
control is based on some straightforward rules to be
mentioned in Section III. For comparison purposes we
have implemented the same evaluation model as in [17].
Additionally, we support an output including the angles of
departure and arrival, the path length, and the attenuation
of multiple paths. This output will be used by our industry
partner Qosmotec Software Solutions GmbH3 for their
channel simulator QPER which supports MIMO channel
models. The prototypical development has been partly
funded by the BMWi \ AiF within ZIM-KOOP4.

III. Acceleration Techniques

In this section several acceleration techniques are de-
scribed. This includes the usage of Binary Space Partition-
ing (BSP) with Ropes for the partition of the environment
data. Secondly, a hardware independent paradigm for
accelerating the intersection test of rays and obstacles
is introduced. This acceleration is applicable to environ-
ments where all facets lie in parallel or orthogonal to the
xy-plane. This is the case for 2.5D building data as given in
the COST231 project of Munich, see [1]. And finally, some
easy, but effective stop criteria for the smart ray control
of the algorithm are explained.

Fig. 3. Graphical representation of a BSP tree in Munich, [1]

A. Binary Space Partitioning (BSP) Trees with Ropes

With BSP a set of data will be repeatedly divided into
two subsets distinguished by a binary decision and, hence,
saved into a binary tree. In our case the division is assessed
by axis parallel planes such that each node of the tree
represents the partitioning plane and each leaf denotes
a subset of the final partition. In the following leaf is a
synonym for subset.

Figure 3 shows a 2D representation of a tree, where each
rectangle denotes a leaf and each line – excluding the outer

3http://www.qosmotec.com
4http://www.bmwi.de and http://www.aif.de
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frame lines – depicts a node. For example the vertical line
roughly in the middle, splitting the image into two, is the
root node followed by two horizontal lines splitting these
halves again and so forth. Since the tree has no information
about the neighborhood of leafs, an additional structure
is set on top of the tree, so called ropes. Ropes add to
each leaf the information about their neighbors such that
quick navigation among leafs is possible. This allows for a
highly efficient selection of the relevant leafs used in the
intersection test, see Section II.

B. Smart Intersection

In our case regarding 2.5D building data it is most likely
that rays just differing in the vertical angle either will hit
a facet or pass over it. Meaning, in a full 3D calculation
a bunch of rays will intersect the facet at same (similar)
x and y coordinates but differing in the z coordinate,
where z represents the height. By splitting up this 3D
calculation into two 2D calculations, as suggested in [18],
much of the redundancy is taken away. In Figure 4 the first
phase is depicted where vertical overlaying rays are put
together. The green and blue half circles mark the position

Fig. 4. First phase: determining intersections in xy-plane

where a ray hits or drops out of a building. The red squares
mark edges in a close cone around the ray, indicating
candidates for horizontal diffraction. In the second phase
the vertical overlaying rays are separated again to process
the different effects. Figure 5 depicts the vertical diffrac-
tion in the second phase, where the numbers of vertical
diffractions a path undergoes on its way to the receiving
plane is exemplary shown. So naturally a recursive process
is defined in which nodes can be discarded whenever all
children are processed. The children are independent and
therefore allow for easy parallelization. The sheer number
of calculation operations and memory copies is reduced by
this paradigm. This reduction comes at the price of much
higher logical complexity, but already improved the overall
performance in a prototypic test scenario.

C. Stop Criteria

In addition to the above mentioned techniques it is
beneficial to identify promising rays as early as possible.

Y

0 1 0 2 3 2

Fig. 5. Second phase: vertical diffraction

Therefore, rays are dropped in the smart ray control if
their power drops under a configurable threshold. Addi-
tionally, the maximum number of effects along a path may
be set. It is possible to set bounds for each effect or for
the total number of effects so far. Another stop criteria
which is not supported yet will drop a bunch of rays if a
maximum number of multi paths is reached. More complex
criteria are easy to insert and will be considered in a later
stage of the project.

IV. Numerical Evaluation

In this section we will first shortly introduce the basic
setup for our evaluation before presenting and discussing
the results.

A. Setup

The evaluation is performed on basis of data from
the well known COST 231 project in Munich, see [1].
It contains 2.5D building data of a 2.5 × 3.5 square km
area of Munich and three measurement tracks. We took
the 1031 receiver points from the first measurement track.
The current version of PIROPA implements the effects
roof diffraction and reflection. In the smart ray control
paths with attenuations above 200 dB are cut off. The
restrictions to the maximum numbers of reflections and
vertical diffraction are chosen such big that the maximum
attenuation always is reached in advance.

B. Evaluation

We evaluate PIROPA on its operational use in a multi
path environment. For that purpose we determine the
number of different paths leading to a receiver point.
Therefore, we replace a set of similar paths with a repre-
sentative path. Similar paths are characterized by similar
angle of departure and distance, and by same effects. Since
we collect paths hitting the vicinity of the receiver points.
We make the characterization parameter with respect to
the vicinity size. In the MIMO channel simulation model
WIM2, see [19], there are, depending on the scenario, up
to 20 clusters. Those clusters correspond to the different
paths in our evaluation. We call PIROPA appropriate to
multi path simulation, if it is able to identify at least the
same amount of clusters as in WIM2.

In the WIM2 model there are 20 simulated rays per
cluster. Those are constructed in a regular pattern by a de-
terministic algorithm. For PIROPA we suggest to calculate
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only one path representing the cluster. By means of this
path we may construct more rays in this cluster following
the ray construction in the WIM2 model. Consequently,
the ray density can be significantly reduced by the smart
ray control.

C. Results

The analysis of our algorithm shows that we cover all
receiver points. Comparing the prediction quality by using
the same evaluation model as in [17] reveals that we
are similar to CORLA when it is run without horizontal
diffraction. Naturally, we overestimate the attenuation
where horizontal diffraction contributes significantly to the
reception in comparison to the test run measurement of
the COST 231 project.

In this scenario we get an average number of clusters
of about 31. However, in the furthermost part of the test
run, where the attenuation is about 80-90 dB higher than
in line of sight case, only few clusters are identified. We
expect the number of clusters to increase considerably
if horizontal diffraction is introduced to the algorithm.
Consequently, our approach should be appropriate to multi
path simulation.

An evaluation of runtime is not meaningful at the cur-
rent stage. For that purpose we need to include horizontal
diffraction and configure the smart ray control in such
a way that we get the desired number of clusters for
multi path simulation. However, our current investigations
clearly indicate that complex computations of multi path
information is practicable within a reasonable amount of
time.

V. Conclusion

We have introduced our radio wave propagation algo-
rithm PIROPA. Its strength lies in its conceptual design
which inherently allows for parallelization and supports
flexibility, e. g., different evaluation models may be eas-
ily applied. Our implementation has been extended by
vertical diffraction. Results including the effects reflection
and vertical diffraction show great promise for multi path
propagation. Even the identification of 20 clusters – this is
the maximum value in the WIM2 model – should come into
reach when implementing horizontal diffraction and some
rules for the smart ray control. Consequently, a support
for MIMO channel model will be applicable.
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